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Shouldering the Burden of Renewable Energy: Lithium Mining in Chile’s Indigenous Communities

Asha Wedemier-Allan*

Technology has improved society, from bridging digital divides to increasing efficiency. To power technology, energy sources were traditionally derived from diminishing and exhaustible resources like fossil fuels. The renewable energy revolution emerged to balance the global demand for technology with its impact on natural resources. Lithium is a critical, non-renewable mineral that clean technology relies on. Essentially, lithium makes renewable energy possible. As the pillar for a fossil fuel-free yet technology-driven society, it is imperative to examine the sustainability and impacts of lithium mining.

This Note discusses the legal and socio-political frameworks shaping foreign direct investments in Chile’s lithium mining sector. Out of these frameworks arose a complex web of mining and investment doctrine affecting the rights of Chile’s indigenous people. As a global supplier of lithium, Chile’s indigenous communities—in the heart of the Atacama Desert—are shouldering the burden of renewable energy. This Note explores incorporating environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) policies into Chile’s foreign direct investment regime and how ESG-driven policies can mitigate the
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social and environmental repercussions of lithium mining on Chile’s indigenous communities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chile is well positioned to be at the forefront of the global energy transition towards renewable energy.¹ As one of Latin America’s most prosperous economies,² Chile’s traditional foreign investment regime and rich natural resources make it one of the most attractive destinations for foreign direct investments.³ In particular, its lithium reserves in the Atacama put the country in an advantageous position to be a leading contributor to the decarbonization of the world as demands for lithium-ion batteries grow.⁴ However, Chile’s market-based economic policies have captivated new foreign investments in its mining industry, raising newfound risks for foreign investors in the country; recent surges of socio-political unrest and economic instability pose impending dangers to the future of foreign direct investment, Chile’s natural resources, and its indigenous communities.⁵

Chile’s ability to attract foreign capital is derived from its investor-friendly laws rooted in its legal, banking, and tax frameworks.⁶ The country’s principles of capital transparency and non-discriminatory protections against foreign investors are regarded as one of its most significant fiscal attributes.⁷ Specifically, Chile’s legal framework governing foreign direct investment in key sectors—like mining—inherently and explicitly grants investors autonomy and protection.⁸ Chile’s traditional open-door policy to foreign investors

⁴ Cortés Leiss & Yeluri, supra note 1.
⁵ Id.
⁸ See Chile: New Foreign Investment Regime, LIB. OF CONGRESS (Dec. 1, 2015), https://www.loc.gov/item/global-legal-monitor/2015-12-01/chile-new-foreign-investment-regime/; see also SANTANDER TRADE, supra note 7; Mining,
was shaped by the country’s developmental strategies and its political and economic stability.9 Despite Chile’s potential for continued growth in the mining sector, socio-political protests advocating for indigenous rights in the Atacama pose significant risks to investments in lithium mining.10

In addition to lithium, foreign investors extract monetary value from Chile’s foreign direct investment infrastructure because its free-market policies provide a pathway to meet the surging worldwide demand for lithium.11 Investment interests in Chile’s mining sector tout many benefits for technology investors seeking a mature and stable mining jurisdiction for sought-after resources like lithium and lithium reserves.12 Undoubtedly, investors have contributed immensely to the country’s economic growth.13 Yet, foreign direct investment in Chile’s mining sector has also covertly fostered and perpetuated the subjugation of Chile’s indigenous peoples.14 As Chile’s mining industry strives for collaboration between mining companies, surrounding communities, and suppliers to the industry, this likely requires a recalibration of the traditional foreign investor protections.15

Chile’s indigenous communities have persistently fought for visibility from policymakers.16 In Chile’s rural communities, indigenous people have little rights to land resources and tend to be

---

10 Kuepper, supra note 2.
11 See Trillos, supra note 9.
12 INVESTCHILE, supra note 8.
15 INVESTCHILE, supra note 8.
subjected to higher poverty rates and fiscal discrimination. The impact of foreign direct investments in lithium on indigenous communities has contributed to the depletion of natural resources and perpetuated social and fiscal subordination in those communities. For years, Chilean indigenous communities have been faced with water scarcity. The implications of lithium mining on Chile’s indigenous communities continue to exacerbate the insufficiency of the Atacama’s water supply. As renewable energy gains popularity, dependence on lithium-ion batteries increases; this dependence is directly linked to mining incentives for investors, often at the expense of indigenous communities that lack sustainable governance and socio-environmental investment policies.

In 2019, millions of Chileans took to the streets in protest, demanding the recognition of social rights, equality, and inclusion. Some insisted on a new constitution during the 2019 protests. Before Gabriel Boric won the 2021 election, indigenous community advocates were key to the demands for a new constitution since indigenous communities have been historically excluded and ignored from governance and policymaking. After Boric won Chile’s Presidential election in December 2021, he attempted to translate his campaign platform of increasing indigenous people’s equality into action by drafting a new Chilean Constitution.

17 Id.
18 SANTANDER TRADE, supra note 7.
20 Gacitúa-Marió, supra note 16.
21 Id.; see Stefan Ellerbeck, Lithium: Here’s why Latin America is key to the global energy transition, WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM (Jan. 10, 2023), https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2023/01/lithium-latin-america-energy-transition/.
23 Id.
25 See Matthew Malinowski & Valentina Fuentes, Leftist Millennial Elected President in Chile After Running on Higher Taxes, a Green Economy and Greater
vision of increased equality and yearning to restore a semblance of indigenous rights was highly polarized and met with pushback from staunch supporters of continued direct foreign investment in the mining sector. In February 2022, Chile’s Constitutional Convention approved a clause requiring the Chilean state to get consent from indigenous groups to proceed with any project that may affect their rights. This clause would allow indigenous groups to veto pending projects in the mining sector. The general construction of the proposal would expand the powers and participation of indigenous communities to define what and how specific mining projects affect their rights. Conversely, this clause would also hinder the interests of mining investors if Chileans approved the new constitution under President Boric.

In September 2022, Chileans overwhelmingly rejected President Boric’s draft Magna Carta to keep the current constitution written and enacted under the dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet. Chilean scholars argue that President Boric’s attempts to establish autonomous indigenous territories were a crucial factor that resulted in the rejection of his proposed constitution because its passage would have weakened the rights and protections of foreign investors in one of the country’s key sectors: lithium mining. Although rejecting a new constitution under Boric proved to be a win for foreign


29 See id.


31 Id.
direct investors in Chile’s mining industry, the risk perception and juridical security of Chile’s foreign direct investment regime have demonstrated its vulnerability to socio-political tensions. Since the 2019 protests addressing Chile’s gaping socio-economic inequalities, continued demands for changes to Chile’s free-market policies have led to foreign investors pulling more than $50 billion from the country as of January 2023.

In search of sustainability and innovation without hindering the interests of foreign investors, Chile has a monumental opportunity to shift its investment landscape by incorporating environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) practices and promoting impact investing. The societal and economic value derived from Chile’s promotion of sustainable investment and incentivizing it will likely improve prospects of foreign direct investment as companies globally seek to combat environmental destruction and the rise of corporate responsibility.

This note examines the legal and conceptual framework of foreign direct investment in Chile and interrogates the impact of such investment on Chile’s indigenous communities. Accordingly, Part II will introduce the history and long-standing implications of Chile’s Pinochet-era dictatorship on indigenous rights and how it has empowered foreign investors to dominate the “white gold” rush to drain lithium from ancestral lands. Additionally, Part II will demonstrate how the Chilean State and foreign investors play an explicit and implicit role in diminishing Indigenous people’s autonomy and land rights. Next, Part III will analyze the legal frameworks

33 Id.
that expand and constrain foreign direct investment while also addressing proposals for how Chile may balance the concerns of indigenous communities—raised in President Boric’s proposed constitution—without repelling investors in the lithium mining sector. Finally, Part IV will explore the solution of ESG investing and impact investing through Chile’s public agency that promoted foreign investment.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Chile’s Pinochet-era Dictatorship

Chile is known as one of the most conservative countries in Latin America.36 The roots of Chile’s conservatism, stemming from the dictatorship of General Augusto Pinochet, shaped its government’s attitudes towards foreign direct investment and embracing a free-market approach.37 Pinochet ruled from 1973 until 1990; during this time, he enacted Chile’s Constitution, which remains today.38 In 1979, the government under Pinochet declared lithium reserves under its control.39 After this declaration, the government partnered with Foote Mineral, a United States company, to extract and sell minerals from Chilean land.40 Upon enacting the 1980 Constitution, Pinochet’s regime leveraged the Constitution to embed radical free-market models into the country’s legal framework.41 Ultimately, the 1980 Constitution limits the scope of majority decision-making by Chilean policymakers and presents an obstacle to reforms that

37 See id.
38 Id.
39 Peter Whoriskey & Todd Frankel, Indigenous People are Left Poor as Tech World Takes Lithium from Under Their Feet, WASHINGTON POST (Dec. 19, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/business/batteries/tossed-aside-in-the-lithium-rush/#text=white%20gold%20rush,-Indigenous%20people%20are%20left%20poor%20as%20tech,lithium%20from%20under%20their%20feet&text=In%20the%20thin%20air%20of,people%20face%20constant%20struggle.
40 Id.
41 Hilbink, supra note 22.
would strengthen the public sector and distribute wealth and power.\textsuperscript{42}

Chile’s economy has benefited from immense economic expansion promulgated under Pinochet’s rule because the nation pivoted towards open market policies favoring deregulation and privatization.\textsuperscript{43} Despite Chile’s notable shift to open market policies and its fiscal benefits, the implications of deregulation and privatization under Pinochet have fueled vast inequity that is demonstrated today as social unrest.\textsuperscript{44} Environmentalists and progressives in Chile hold Chile’s emphasis on free markets and lack of regulation to strengthen the country’s export-oriented market responsible for the country’s high inequality and environmental problems.\textsuperscript{45}

Today, much of the lithium extracted is under the ancestral lands of the Atacama.\textsuperscript{46} Since the 1980s, over 300,000 tons of lithium carbonate have been extracted.\textsuperscript{47} In sum, Pinochet’s legacy comprises the privatization of minerals like lithium and resources like water; by doing so, he gave companies ownership of resources on ancestral lands and within indigenous communities.\textsuperscript{48} Accordingly, despite having ten different indigenous groups in Chile, Chile remains the only country in Latin America that does not recognize the indigenous peoples in its constitution.\textsuperscript{49} Pinochet’s leadership and 1980 constitutional ideals continue to substantively and procedurally limit policymakers’ powers to address the effects of mining operations on indigenous communities and water resources.\textsuperscript{50}

B. Post Pinochet and the “White Gold” Rush

Vast lithium reserves lie in Chile’s desert.\textsuperscript{51} Chile is part of the “lithium triangle,” in which more than half of the world’s lithium

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{42}Id.; see Surma, \textit{supra} note 24.
\item \textsuperscript{43}Thomson, \textit{supra} note 32.
\item \textsuperscript{44}Id.
\item \textsuperscript{45}See Surma, \textit{supra} note 24.
\item \textsuperscript{46}Id.; see Whoriskey & Frankel, \textit{supra} note 39.
\item \textsuperscript{47}Id.
\item \textsuperscript{48}See \textit{id}.
\item \textsuperscript{49}\textit{Indigenous peoples in Chile}. \textit{INTERNATIONAL WORK GROUP FOR INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS}, \url{https://www.iwgia.org/en/chile.html} (last visited Nov. 21, 2023).
\item \textsuperscript{50}See Hilbink, \textit{supra} note 22.
\item \textsuperscript{51}John Otis, \textit{In Chile’s Desert Lie Vast Reserves of Lithium – Key for Electric Car Batteries}, NPR (Sept. 24, 2022), \url{https://www.npr.org/2022/09/24/112356}.
\end{itemize}
reserves come from Argentina, Bolivia, and Chile. Unlike Argentina and Bolivia, Chile has become an industry leader by leveraging lithium reserves into commercial production. Additionally, Chile’s geographical conditions and foreign direct investment regime provide an advantage for Chile and its contributions to the “white gold” rush. As the second largest lithium producer worldwide, Chile supplies the critical component of lithium-ion batteries for electric cars, solar panels, and other green technologies. The projected increasing demand for lithium in Chile will provide unprecedented commercial and financial growth to mining companies in Chile. Simultaneously, indigenous communities face the looming environmental impact of continued lithium extraction.

Demands for lithium are higher than ever as it is one of the commodities most expected to benefit from the electric vehicle and electric-battery boom. Dubbed “white gold” by those in the mining industry, foreign direct investment in Chile’s mining sector is developing quickly. As technology advances, lithium is used by large-cap companies like Tesla and Apple. For example, Tesla relies on lithium to power electric vehicles. Lithium is a critical component for smart devices, power plants, and companies that wish to replace fossil fuels with clean energy resources.
Most of Chile’s lithium reserves are in the Atacama Salt Flats; the Atacama Desert’s lithium reserves have contributed to Chile’s spot as a leader in the white gold market and the world’s battery economy. Despite Chile’s strength in the white gold market, lithium mining in Chile’s desert and indigenous communities is depleting freshwater supplies that are already scarce. In addition to the depletion of fresh groundwater, water contamination of the remaining water is a possibility for those residing in the Atacama. Extracting lithium will continue to be essential for transitioning from fossil fuels to renewable energy but comes at grave environmental and social costs for indigenous communities in Chile.

Indigenous communities rely on water supplies like those used for lithium production from the salt flats in the Atacama. Many indigenous communities, including the Atacama, suffer from a water crisis that lithium mining is continually exacerbating. Moreover, indigenous communities are being drained of the resources on their land because of Pinochet’s privatization of minerals. The Chilean Water Code, created in 1981 under the Pinochet dictatorship, continues to dilute the government’s participation in planning and regulating to protect human consumption; the 1981 Code permits private companies to collect water for their use as it grants water rights to private companies in perpetuity. To worsen matters, lithium mining in Chile is exacerbating the issue of obtaining clean water for rural and indigenous communities. To mine lithium from lithium reserves, miners must extract large amounts of groundwater, which is then brined and placed in an evaporation pool. After a

---

63 See id.
64 Id.
65 GlobalData Thematic Intel., supra note 59.
67 Ellerbeck, supra note 21.
68 Id.
69 Greenfield, supra note 55.
71 See Surma, supra note 24.
72 Otis, supra note 51.
year in the evaporation pool, a lithium solution is created, turned into white lithium power, and then exported for use in batteries.\(^73\) By extracting groundwater for lithium production, the Atacama Desert will become hotter and drier.\(^74\) Approximately 500,000 gallons of water are required to extract one ton of lithium.\(^75\) Indigenous people and communities are not meaningfully advantaged by foreign investors targeting their lithium-rich lands for mining.

C. Chile’s Economy and Foreign Direct Investment

According to the Central Bank of Chile, foreign direct investment is defined as:

“The Balance of Payments (BP) and International Investment Position (PII) category, which records the investments of a resident entity of an economy (direct investor), in another economy or country, for the purpose of significantly influence[ing] or control[ling] the management of [the] investment, which implies a long-term relationship . . . FDI [“foreign direct investment”] transactions, which include: capital contributions, reinvestment of profits, debt, as well as the income generated by these investments . . . “\(^76\)

The importance of foreign direct investments in Chile and the country’s mining sector proves successful despite Chile’s relatively small domestic market.\(^77\) Foreign direct investments can revitalize and sustain emerging economies and promote economic growth.\(^78\) These investments also promote improvements in national

\(^{73}\) Id.

\(^{74}\) Id.

\(^{75}\) GlobalData Thematic Intel., supra note 59.


\(^{78}\) U.S. NEWS, supra note 13.
infrastructure and create new jobs which result in a higher income per capita and household savings.\(^7^9\)

For foreign direct investment, institutions in host countries, such as Chile, play a key role in influencing and incentivizing cross-border capital flows.\(^8^0\) A country’s investment ecosystem is primarily shaped by several socioeconomic and political traits in the host country, like financial liberalization and privatization policies.\(^8^1\) Further, institutions are pivotal to the production and transaction costs when assessing the benefits and risks of foreign direct investment.\(^8^2\) The importance of institutional quality becomes increasingly crucial when foreign direct investments and business operating conditions are not insulted by socio-political pressures for human rights and battles over vested interests in resources, which can lead to increased operating costs for foreign investors.\(^8^3\) However, the uneven distribution of foreign direct investment benefits—in communities and critical industries—can lead to natural resource exploitation and environmental degradation if ethical and legal standards for foreign investments are subject to little oversight.\(^8^4\)

D. The Efficacy of Litigation

In response to the collective social unrest voiced by Chilean constituents in 2019, investors are concerned about future government policies regarding property rights, the rule of law, and the tax structure.\(^8^5\) The U.S. Department of State’s 2022 Investment Climate Statement addresses Chile’s ongoing unpredictable risk evaluations for foreign investors because of new environmental permitting processes, indigenous consultation requirements for new projects, and court proceedings regarding socio-political sensitivities.\(^8^6\) Despite


\(^{80}\) *Id.*

\(^{81}\) *Id.*

\(^{82}\) *Id.*

\(^{83}\) *Id.*

\(^{84}\) *Id.*

\(^{85}\) *Chile-Investment Climate Statement, supra note 77.*

\(^{86}\) *Id.* (“Although Chile is an attractive destination for foreign investment, challenges remain. Legislative and constitutional reforms proposed in response to the social unrest . . . . Environmental permitting processes, indigenous consultation
this acknowledgment, the U.S. Department of State recognizes Chile’s current administration’s willingness to continue to attract foreign direct investment.\textsuperscript{87}

Chile’s measures to motivate and retain foreign direct investment have granted foreign investors the same rights and conditions as local investors.\textsuperscript{88} Since foreign direct investment in Chile has continued potential for increased profitability, foreign investment in the mining sector, specifically lithium reserves in indigenous communities, has disrupted local industries and created a stark disparity in income and resource access.\textsuperscript{89} In 1979, lithium was declared of national interest in Chile.\textsuperscript{90} This declaration became the center of litigation when Chile’s Ministry of Mining published a call to increase the country’s lithium production in October 2021.\textsuperscript{91} Through this call, the Ministry of Mining sought to facilitate the entry of national and foreign companies into the lithium market, justifying this publication as enabling the energy transition and the fight against global warming through renewable energy.\textsuperscript{92} Specifically, the call promoted the exploration, exploitation, and further commercialization of 400,000 tons of metallic lithium.\textsuperscript{93}

In January 2022, in \textit{Regional Government of Atacama v. Ministry of Mining}, the regional government of Atacama filed a claim against the Ministry of Mining for carrying out the bidding process of the lithium production application without public participation and assessments of the call’s environmental impact in the Atacama region.\textsuperscript{94} In its claim, the regional government of Atacama highlights the project’s threat to the Atacama Salt Flats’ biodiversity,
water availability, and wetlands. The regional government of Atacama requests that the court either deem contracts for bids as null and void or consult with the government in a new bidding process. Ultimately, the Court of Appeals of Copiapo granted the regional government’s preliminary request to suspend the contracts while the writ of protection was pending. This case demonstrated the efficacy of litigation by the Atacama to become a pivotal actor in the lithium mining industry while granting the community permission to participate in the socio-environmental outcomes of investments in the region’s mining sector. However, the Court of Appeals ruling also represents the susceptibility of the foreign direct investment in Chile’s lithium reserves to social unrest and inequalities plaguing indigenous communities in the Atacama.

III. ANALYSIS

A. The Legal Framework of Chile’s Foreign Investment Regime

Chile is a civil law country. Like many other civil law systems, Chile has three branches of government: the executive, legislative, and judicial. Chile’s civil law system is predominantly based on the Civil Code of 1855 and the Commercial Code of 1867. In addition to the capital incentives and growth prospects for foreign investors, socio-political factors have played a role in Chile’s favorable ecosystem for foreign investors. Constitutional, legal, and international provisions shape Chile’s foreign investment

95 Id.
96 SABIN CENTER FOR CLIMATE CHANGE L., supra note 90.
97 Id.
98 See id.
99 See id.
102 JUAN TAGLE QUIROZ ET AL., INVESTING IN CHILE (2020), w-017-6214.
103 Trillos, supra note 9, at 31.
regime.\textsuperscript{104} In particular, the Foreign Investment Statute and Chapter XIV of the Central Bank’s Compendium for Foreign Exchange Regulations govern foreign direct investments in Chile’s mining sector.\textsuperscript{105}

1. The Constitution

Chile’s main body of law governing foreign investment is the Political Constitution of Chile of 1980.\textsuperscript{106} Article 19 of the 1980 Constitution guarantees rights to “all persons,” which includes foreign investors and provides them Constitutional rights when regulating foreign investment in Chile.\textsuperscript{107} Article 1 of the Constitution recognizes intermediate bodies guaranteeing autonomy to business organizations; this grant of autonomy is significant because foreign investment is typically made through a legal entity or foreign enterprise and allows the Chilean state to regulate or deregulate the rights and duties of foreign investors.\textsuperscript{108}

The Constitution affords “all persons” to enjoy national treatment when conducting economic activities.\textsuperscript{109} The Constitution also establishes total, exclusive, inalienable, and everlasting ownership of the State over mines.\textsuperscript{110} Mining for lithium can only be executed by the State, a State-owned enterprise, administrative concessions, or special operation contracts.\textsuperscript{111} Chile’s constitutional principles of non-discrimination against foreign investors are apparent in Article

\textsuperscript{104} Polanco Lazo, \textit{supra} note 6.

\textsuperscript{105} \textit{Why You Should Be Interested in Chile’s Mining Industry}, BIZLATIN HUB (Sept 16, 2022), https://www.bizlatinhub.com/snapshot-chile-mining-industry/.


\textsuperscript{109} Lazo, \textit{supra} note 6, at 205.

\textsuperscript{110} \textit{Id.} at 207.

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.}.
19 because it declares that the tax burden must be distributed equally among locals and foreign investors, and there may be no arbitrary discrimination by the state in economic matters.\textsuperscript{112}

The hierarchy of the law, falling under the purview of the Constitution, can be categorized as follows: (1) laws interpreting the Constitution; (2) Constitutional organic laws; (3) qualified quorum laws; (4) regular laws dealing with matters not governed by the first three categories; and (5) ministerial regulations.\textsuperscript{113} For instance, Chile’s constitutional framework permits foreign companies and investors to enter contracts with the government to extract resources.\textsuperscript{114} Under Law 18,097, a Constitutional Organic Law regarding mining concessions, lithium can be exploited only by the State, directly or indirectly, by civilians or non-governmental organizations in two cases: (1) when the mining concession where the lithium was located was granted before 1979 or (2) when an administrative concession or a special operation contract is granted through the Ministry of Mining.\textsuperscript{115}

Since the 2019 protests and civil unrest in Chile, Chile’s Constitutional assembly reviewed proposals that, if enacted, could impact the mining operations of foreign investors.\textsuperscript{116} Although voters rejected President Boric’s proposed constitution, there remains looming uncertainty about the outcome of the redrafting process on foreign direct investment.\textsuperscript{117} Due to the socio-political climate and proclamations for a new constitution, President Boric’s tenure will

\textsuperscript{112} TAGLE QUIROZ ET AL., supra note 102; see also CONSTITUCIÓN POLÍTICA DE LA REPÚBLICA DE CHILE [C.P.] (Chile), translated in Swett, Chile 1980 (rev. 2021), CONSTITUTE PROJECT, https://www.constituteproject.org/Constitution/Chile_2021#s1 (last visited Dec. 1, 2023).

\textsuperscript{113} TAGLE QUIROZ ET AL., supra note 102.


\textsuperscript{115} Daniel Weinstein, Chile: Regulation Of Lithium In Chile and Opportunities For Investors, MONDAQ (Nov. 17, 2023), https://www.mondaq.com/mining/1271660/regulation-of-lithium-in-chile-and-opportunities-for-investors.


\textsuperscript{117} See id.
likely continue to address the government’s role in the economy and perceived systemic inequality.\textsuperscript{118}

2. Chile’s Tax Framework

Chile’s tax laws often fall within the constraints of ministerial regulations.\textsuperscript{119} For example, Chile’s tax laws often refer to regulations of the Internal Revenue Service.\textsuperscript{120} The current tax structure benefits and invites foreign investors through its moderate corporate tax and guaranteed access to free remittance of capital and profits.\textsuperscript{121} When directly investing in Chile’s mining sector, foreign investors are not required to have a local partner to create a business or form joint stock companies.\textsuperscript{122} Under Chile’s Foreign Investment Statute, a guaranteed tax income rate of up to 42% may be granted for ten or twenty years when an investment project exceeds 50 million USD.\textsuperscript{123}

Foreign direct investments in Chile’s mining center are subject to two stages of taxation: (1) declared profits are taxed at a rate of 20%, and (2) a 35% tax is imposed on dividends distributed to non-Chilean resident shareholders.\textsuperscript{124} In addition to the two-stage tax structure on mining, a specific progressive rate tax on mining activities must be paid to the government.\textsuperscript{125} In addition to the U.S.-Chile Free Trade Agreement (“FTA”), both countries signed a tax treaty permitting exemption and reduction of withholding taxes in 2010.\textsuperscript{126} Additionally, the U.S.-Chile Treaty avoids double taxation, yet it is still pending ratification by the U.S. Senate.\textsuperscript{127}

\textsuperscript{118} Id.
\textsuperscript{119} TAGLE QUIROZ ET AL., supra note 102.
\textsuperscript{120} Id.
\textsuperscript{121} SANTANDER TRADE, supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{122} Id.
\textsuperscript{123} Id.
\textsuperscript{124} BizLATIN HUB, supra note 105.
\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{127} U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, supra note 114; Tax treaty update: Senate Foreign Relations Committee approves income tax treaty with Chile, KPMG (Mar. 29, 2022), https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/us/pdf/2022/03/22097.pdf (The U.S.-Chile income tax treaty was signed by the U.S. Senate in February 2010. Since February 2020, it has been pending ratification; as of March 2022, the U.S.Senate...
In 2020, Chile passed a tax reform bill coined the “Modernisation Tax Bill.” This bill included substantial changes to the Chilean international tax rules and was intended to improve tax efficiency. Changes to Chile’s tax regime necessitated government attention in October 2019 when social demands and protests for more significant equity among the Chilean people shed light on how policymakers could alter the Chilean economic and socio-political climate. In this new “modernized” tax regime, domestic and foreign taxpayers might be compelled to adapt their business structures and decisions.

The 2020 changes to Chile’s tax framework affect foreign direct investment because the total income tax burden for foreign investors not domiciled or resident in treaty countries is 44.45%. However, foreign investors resident in treaty countries, like the United States and Chile, remain subject to the 35% income tax burden. Additionally, tax rebates will no longer be available as of 2024. To make economic growth more inclusive and equitable across Chile, raising tax revenues through tax reform may add progressivity to Chile’s tax framework and allow increased social spending. Yet, this positive step towards addressing societal concerns of economic inequities, tax reform, and raising revenues will likely disrupt the security and raise Chile’s risk tolerance for investors in all sectors, including Chile’s lithium mining industry.

---

129 Id.
130 See id.
131 Id.
132 Id.
133 Id.
134 Id.
136 See id.
3. Legislation

Laws governing the interests of foreign investors are found in several statutes, including but not limited to Chile’s Commercial Code of 1868, the Código Civil de la República de Chile (“Civil Code”), and the Decree with Force of Law No. 3 by General de Bancos (“General Banking Act”). Furthermore, two central bodies of law regulate foreign investment in Chile: Chapter XIV of the Compendium of Foreign Exchange Regulations of the Central Bank of Chile (“Chapter XIV”) and the New Foreign Investment Law No. 20,848 (“NFIL”).


The Commercial Code of 1868 and the Civil Code apply to contracts for the sale of goods in Chile. The Chilean Civil Code went into effect in 1857. The subject of sales in Chilean law is treated principally by the Civil Code, with consideration given to the Commercial Code. The Civil Code defines a sale as “. . . .a contract whereby one person becomes the obligated to deliver something, and the other pay money for it. The first is called the seller, and the second is the buyer. The sum of money which the buyer gives for the thing bought is called the price.” This definition of a sale is relevant to lithium mining contracts entered into with the Chilean government, and lithium is declared a national interest. For foreign investors, Chile’s civil code represents a hinge on the open door to foreign investment because of its non-discriminatory approach to foreigners. Article 57 of the Civil Code asserts that the law does
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not recognize any difference in the civil rights protections between locals and foreigners.\footnote{Cód. Civ. art. 57.}

b. **General Banking Act**

Article 1 of the Constitution established the text of the Constitutional Organic Law of the Central Bank of Chile.\footnote{See Constitución Política de la República de Chile [C.P.].} Chile’s banking system is based on the General Banking Act of 1997.\footnote{Felipe Moro & Diego Lasagna, Banking Regulation in Chile: Overview (Oct. 1, 2022), w-007-9128.} The Central Bank of Chile oversees the external and internal payments made in Chile’s capital and financial markets.\footnote{Id.} The Central Bank acts as an autonomous body that regulates and enacts regulations about the functioning of banking and financial institutions.\footnote{Id.} Article 69 of the General Banking Act establishes the activities banks can engage in, such as lending, deposit taking, issuing bonds, entering into derivative transactions, and trading foreign exchange.\footnote{Id.} Further, Article 70 of the General Banking Act authorizes banks to incorporate subsidiaries to manage investment funds and foreign capital investment funds.\footnote{Id.}

c. **Chapter XIV**

Through the powers granted from Article 39, Organic Law 18,840, Central Bank of Chile, any person—whether a resident or non-resident of Chile—can freely execute foreign exchange transactions.\footnote{Tagle Quiroz et al., supra note 102.} Yet, the Central Bank imposes requirements and limitations on such foreign transactions.\footnote{Id.} Chapter XIV outlines the primary requirements for foreign investors, which include reporting transactions, how to do so, and specifying where foreign exchange transactions must occur.\footnote{See id.} Specifically, Chapter XIV functions as a mechanism to attract and retain foreign investment by ensuring profits generated by capital investments may be repatriated at any time.
and limiting foreign investor access to the Formal Exchange Market to buy currency necessary from abroad, except for investments on loans made under Decree Law No. 600.155

In 1974, Chile enacted Decree-Law No. 600 (DL 600) to promote foreign investment to liberalize and open Chile’s economy.156 The Pinochet government passed DL 600, providing undeniable lucrative guarantees to foreign capital and investors.157 DL 600 contained four key features to incentivize foreign investment: (1) a non-discrimination policy against foreign investors; (2) simple registration procedures; (3) a guarantee of repatriation of capital and profits; and (4) fixed tax schemes.158 The first key feature of DL 600 stems from Article 9 of the Constitution, which provides foreign investors equal treatment as Chilean investors, and their investments are governed by the same legal regime applied to local investors.159 Under Article 3 of DL 600, registration of foreign investors entailed filling out a standardized form and permitting investments of less than 5 million USD to be put on a “fast track” program for approval.160 Pursuant to Article 4 of DL 600, foreign investors were permitted to withdraw capital investments and annual profits to generate a hospitable atmosphere for foreign investors.161 Finally, DL 600 established a fixed tax rate of 42% for 10 years for those investments to which DL 600 applies.162

d. New Foreign Investment Law

In 2015, Chile’s lawmakers altered Chile’s legal framework for foreign investors by superseding DL 600 with the New Foreign Investment Law (”NFIL”), Law 20,848.163 Under the NFIL, any
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contracts between foreign investors and the Government executed before 2015 will be governed by the NFIL.\textsuperscript{164} Article 3 of the NFIL defines a foreign investor as “an individual or legal entity incorporated abroad, neither resident nor domiciled in Chile, which transfers capital to Chile in compliance with the requirements of NFIL.”\textsuperscript{165} The NFIL establishes the following rights of foreign investors: (1) to send abroad capital and earnings with no time limitation after applicable Chilean taxes are paid; (2) to purchase currency in the formal foreign exchange market to send investment-related funds; (3) to be exempted from payment of value-added tax on imports of capital goods; and (4) to be governed by the same legal framework applicable to direct investors.\textsuperscript{166}

Under the NFIL, foreign investors and entities may request an exemption from value-added tax on importing capital goods for developing, exploring, and exploiting mining in Chile.\textsuperscript{167} To qualify for the exemption from the value-added tax on the import of capital goods, the investment at issue must be for an amount of at least 5 million USD.\textsuperscript{168} To further attract foreign investors, the exemption from value tax could increase lithium mining operations’ efficiency and costs.\textsuperscript{169}

e. The Mining Law

The Pinochet government passed the Constitutional Organic Law of Mining Concessions (“The Mining Law”) in 1980.\textsuperscript{170} Pinochet’s Mining Law has provided mining companies with some of the lowest tax rates in the world.\textsuperscript{171} In addition to low mining tax rates, the Mining Law is often leveraged through the lens of Pinochet’s 1979 Labour Plan, which outlawed unionization for Chile’s employment sector and collapsed wages, which provided foreign
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investors with options for cheap manual labor.\footnote{Id.} In conjunction with the Labour Plan, the Mining Law has also benefited foreign investors with the 1981 Water Code, where most mining companies privatized water in the Atacama.\footnote{Id.} Since 1980, mining companies have claimed rights to water supplies that exceed industrial requirements, resulting in a hefty profit for these entities.\footnote{Id.}

f. The Indigenous Law

The demand of Chile’s indigenous peoples for a new constitution was an expression of their desire to have full participation and control over the institutional and commercial decisions affecting them.\footnote{Id.} The primary law governing Chile’s indigenous people was enacted in 1993.\footnote{Law 19.253, INDIGENOUS JUSTICE, https://justiciaindigena.wordpress.com/law-19-253/ (last visited Nov. 25, 2023).} Ley Indigena ("Law 19,253") represents a public and national acknowledgment of Chile’s legal system’s accountability to indigenous people.\footnote{Id.} The passage of Law 19,253 led to the ratification of Convention of 169 ("ILO 169").\footnote{Id.; Effect of the Convention, INDIGENOUS JUSTICE, https://justiciaindigena.wordpress.com/effect-of-the-convention/ (last visited Nov. 22, 2023) (explaining that upon ratification, the Convention became law with binding force in Chile and imposes duties upon the Chilean government).} Law 19,253 does not grant or expand the rights of indigenous people in Chile.\footnote{Id.} In fact, the law focuses on indigenous developments.\footnote{Id.} Law 19,253 defines indigenous development areas as “delimited geographical areas inhabited by indigenous peoples” and has established the San Pedro de Atacama as one of the areas.\footnote{Gacitúa-Mario, supra note 16, at 226.}
Law 19,253 does not provide constitutional recognition or protections for indigenous people as a distinct group with special rights. Similarly, ILO 169 was not ratified. The passage of Law 19,253 and the lack of constitutional acknowledgment and visibility for indigenous people in Chile has only been exacerbated by water and mining regulatory frameworks. Issues pertaining to water, land, and mining rights requisites arguably further suppress indigenous representation and consideration of issues that directly impact indigenous communities and their land. Law 19,253 provides an innovative way to ensure indigenous participation in the socio-political and economic process through the indigenous development areas. However, Law 19,253 does not offer or suggest any direct mechanisms for the expression and advocacy of indigenous groups at the local, regional, or legislative levels.

4. International Agreements

Chile has signed more FTAs than any other country. International agreements that apply to foreign direct investment in Chile include FTAs, double taxation avoidance agreements, economic association agreements, economic complementation agreements, and partial scope agreements. Furthermore, the international agreements relevant to foreign investors or entities from the United States and Canada are subject to FTA and double taxation avoidance agreements. It is imperative for global investors to understand Chile’s international investment agreement program (“IIA”) before investing in Chile. It is critical for investors to examine and apply the
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language and specificities in the applicable FTA to interpret the investor’s or entity’s rights, obligations, and duties.192

a. The United States and Chile

Through FTAs, foreign companies and investors have benefitted from privileged access to Chile’s regional markets and resources.193 Signed in 2004, the U.S.-Chile FTA is a comprehensive agreement modeled after the North American Free Trade Agreement (“NAFTA”).194 As of January 2004, Chile executed and enforced the investment chapter in the U.S. and Chile bilateral FTA.195

The U.S.-Chile FTA promotes investment and trade between both countries and eliminates barriers posed by inter-American tariffs.196 In addition to handling trade between the U.S. and Chile, the FTA contains guidelines for treating investors and procedures for settling disputes.197 Articles 10.2 and 10.3 of the U.S.-Chile FTA also ensure investors will be reasonably compensated should their investments be expropriated.198 The U.S.-Chile FTA provides that “[e]ach Party shall accord to covered investments treatment in accordance with customary international law, including the fair and equitable treatment” and specifies that “[f]or greater certainty . . . the customary international law minimum standard of treatment of aliens . . . to be afforded to covered investments.”199 If parties between countries fail to resolve an investment dispute during negotiation, they must submit to binding arbitration with the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (“ICSID”).200

The U.S.-Chile FTA faced criticism because the agreement was interpreted as protecting the commercial interests of the United States and its entities at the sacrifice of Chile’s public policy
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An accompanying concern of critics of the FTA was that indigenous people and communities were not consulted before the approval of the agreement by the Chilean Congress.202

b. Canada and Chile

Like the United States, Canada entered its first FTA in Latin America in 1997.203 In 1997, Canada and Chile signed an FTA to protect Canadian investment; Canada primarily invested in key sectors, including mining.204 The provisions in the Canada-Chile FTA predominantly addressed investments, with some clauses modeling the U.S.-Chile FTA.205 From 1974 through 2006, Canadian corporations owned approximately 61% of Chile’s twenty-three most significant mining projects.206

Latin America is the most prominent region for Canadian foreign direct investments in mining.207 Canadians predominantly contributed to foreign investment in Chile’s mining sector as it was the third largest single investor in the country, after the United States and Spain, from 1974 to 2003.208 In February 2019, amendments to the Canada-Chile FTA were entered into force; these amendments directly addressed and updated key provisions in its investment chapter.209 The 2019 updates included an amended provision dedicated to the commitment to endorse corporate social responsibility (“CSR”) standards.210

c. Implications of FTAs on Indigenous Peoples

The opposition of indigenous people to FTAs in Latin America and Chile likely stems from their need for more participation and consultation during the negotiation and execution process.211 In
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Chile, the fiscal benefits of foreign direct investment in mining, promoted by the U.S.-Chile and Canada-Chile FTAs, have negatively impacted the land and resources in indigenous communities. Such agreements were ratified by different states without consulting or obtaining consent from indigenous people regarding extracting natural resources on their ancestral lands and territories.

Permitted by Chile’s FTA with the United States and Canada, foreign direct investments and lithium mining extraction pose a novel and increasingly urgent problem to indigenous communities because of the grave environmental implications such extraction has on the ancestral lands of indigenous communities. The implications of Chilean lithium mining are an example of foreign direct investments impacting indigenous people for two reasons: (1) mining activity has grown and will continue to grow at high rates because of the rising demand for lithium, and (2) Chile’s competitiveness because of its low labor costs, environmental, and tax framework.

5. Chile’s Regulatory Oversight

Chile’s legal regime and institutional structures do not comprise a regulatory oversight body. This leaves most of the regulatory oversight up to the national government, aside from matters related to land use which are considered local-level concerns. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) April 2016 “Regulatory Policy in Chile” report, Chile took measures to improve its rule-making process. However, Chile still lags behind the OECD’s average in assessing the impacts of regulations. The World Bank’s Global Indicators of Regulatory Governance project concluded that Chile had not improved its regulatory governance framework since 2017. Nevertheless, Chile’s
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compliance rates are generally high because Chile takes a reactively punitive approach to violations.221

B. Balancing Foreign Direct Investment with Indigenous Participation and Rights

The Atacama Salt Flat is home to the indigenous Lickanantay, who deem water and brine sacred and an inextricable part of their territory.222 The issue for all stakeholders in the Chilean economy is whether Chile, a country rich in lithium, can maintain its economic prominence without sacrificing social and environmental sustainability outcomes for all citizens.223 Indigenous groups need to have a method of participation in shaping policy options for social, economic, and cultural integration and rights.224 It is essential to incorporate indigenous perspectives and participation to develop innovative ways to ensure such indigenous communities benefit from lithium mining in their communities.225

Chile has two lithium operators: Albemarle and Sociedad Química y Minera de Chile (“SQM”).226 Both Albemarle and SQM monitor groundwater in the Salar de Atacama.227 Albemarle is a U.S.-based mining firm, while SQM is Chilean.228 Indigenous communities in the Atacama Salt Flat have observed the issue of lithium mining brine depletion, which is exacerbated by the absence of environmental and mining regulations; this depletion has significant implications for the availability of fresh groundwater.229 In recent years, the rising demand for lithium and electric battery vehicles has resulted in Albemarle and SQM expanding their operations, with other foreign companies looking to establish new commercial operations
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Indigenous resistance to the continued depletion of water and lithium mining has been demonstrated in various tactics, from mobilization to litigation.

1. Mobilization and Organization

Without constitutional recognition and the establishment of indigenous rights, the mobilization and organization of indigenous communities will continue to be a hotbed socio-political and economic issue. As the green wave burdens the Atacama and exploits its lithium reserves, there is an urgent need for organizational development through Chile’s institutions. Defense mobilization to mining projects is more likely to face opposition when the projects threaten agrarian and indigenous communities where threats to water and land use are especially salient. The pressures on Chile to lead the renewable energy transition based on lithium battery responses will undoubtedly be met with concerns and opposition to advocates for the intra-community water and climate crises.

With institutional strengthening, indigenous representation will improve by opening opportunities for participation in Chile’s political and economic arenas leading the world’s renewable energy revolution. Indigenous involvement in Chile’s role in the green energy wave and global decarbonization would be improved if indigenous communities could participate in local government decisions such as the issue raised in the Regional Government of Atacama v. The Ministry of Mining. Increases in indigenous mobilization and organization against lithium mining in the Salar de Atacama might be the best method to obtain global awareness of the plights of
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indigenous communities in Chile living on and near “white gold” mines.  

2. Indigenous Land Reform and Restitution

The Chilean legal framework grants the government authority to expropriate property, including the property of foreign investors, only on public interest or national interest grounds, on a non-discriminatory basis and in accordance with due process. Arguably, the lithium mining that is consuming and contaminating the already scarce water in Chile’s Atacama Salt Flats is of both public and national interest. Land restitution has been proposed as ascertaining a resolution to indigenous conflicts with foreign companies and the Chilean government over land and water rights. For Chile’s government, indigenous land restitution poses many obstacles without sacrificing and disrupting the interests of foreign investors and entities. Issues include defining the criteria of what land and how it will be restituted and the procedures for doing so, such as how compensation will be determined.  

From the proposed and rejected new constitution, indigenous issues and rights were at the forefront of socio-political and economic debates. In 2022, President Boric planned to restore lands claimed by the Mapuche in Araucania. President Boric also created and convened a commission to resolve conflict regarding land 
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ownership in Chile’s Araucania region.\textsuperscript{246} The land historically demanded by the Mapuche is owned by private companies.\textsuperscript{247} In an attempt to maintain a measure of neutrality regarding indigenous land restitution, President Boric warned that “[i]t will not be possible to return all land . . . .”\textsuperscript{248} Promises of land restoration have yet to materialize but act as a semblance of hope for indigenous communities such as those impacted by lithium mining in the Atacama.

Conversely, in Chile’s water rights market, indigenous communities will likely benefit from the regulated use of tradable water rights in the absence of full land restitution.\textsuperscript{249} By allocating scarce water resources and encouraging trade, Chile can maximize the economic value of water and diminish the controversies around the practicality of further draining lithium reserves and its impact on indigenous communities.\textsuperscript{250} However, this would mean ownership of the lands or mining would need to be given to indigenous communities, negatively impacting foreign direct investment in mining.\textsuperscript{251}

3. Recognizing Chile as a “Plurinational” State

Proposals for land restitution and plurinationalism in Boric’s rejected constitutional draft highlight the conflicts between balancing indigenous rights with commercial and extractive foreign direct investment interests in the backdrop.\textsuperscript{252} In President Boric’s rejected constitution, provisions to recognize Chile as a “plurinational” state were thwarted.\textsuperscript{253} A “plurinational” state recognizes that a state is
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composed of various nations. With roots in indigenous activist movements, plurinationalism can be interpreted through the organizational framework of policies and systems of rights for indigenous groups.

Article 1 of Boric’s proposed constitution would have declared Chile a country with multiple nations to be recognized within Chile’s borders. The Article would have also enshrined quotas for indigenous participation at all institutional levels, required indigenous consultation on projects and granted indigenous people autonomy over their territories and the natural resources within such territories. However, since constituents overwhelmingly rejected the constitutional proposal, concerns for indigenous communities, natural land resources, and foreign investors in Chile’s mining sector remain.

Since indigenous communities will continue to be plagued with uncertainties about private commercial interests cashing in at the expense of their environments in the name of low-carbon tech and electric cars, an alternative solution may be to provide indigenous communities with a profit for extraction. The Chilean government has signed over its mining concessions to SQM, and this deal predicts extraction to triple by 2030 to meet lithium production demands. Without constitutional reform to land ownership rights of indigenous people or declaring Chile as a plurinational state, an environmental catastrophe in the Salar de Atacama due to lithium exploitation is likely to happen because of the country’s privatization of water resources and water management. Without regulations
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monitoring the rising production quotas of lithium mining in the Salar de Atacama, changes to Chile’s foreign investor tax regime would help restore indigenous communities’ social and fiscal inequalities.262 However, providing communities where lithium extraction is executed a fixed profit from tax revenues will not solve the environmental issues associated with boosts in lithium mining production in the Salar de Atacama.263

4. InvestChile and ESG Investing

In conjunction with altering the foreign investment landscape in Chile, NFIL created the Foreign Investment Promotion Agency (“InvestChile”).264 All foreign direct investments in Chile are subject to pro forma screenings by InvestChile.265 InvestChile is a government agency that promotes facilitating and retaining foreign direct investments in Chile.266 It is responsible for implementing initiatives to coordinate the entry of foreign direct investment in Chile and works within the country’s economic, social, and legal frameworks to nurture increases in investment.267 Specifically, InvestChile provides services such as information about investment opportunities, pre-investment procedures, certifications and funding, and investment after-care.268

Recently, sustainable investments have risen in popularity across the globe, largely due in part to the widespread awareness of climate change, accompanying environmental concerns, and socio-political unrest bringing awareness to environmental deterioration.269 Environmental, social, and governance (“ESG”) investing criteria into Chile’s foreign companies and forging direct investment
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portfolios can likely enhance investors’ risk and return profiles regardless of the uncertainty from socio-political and economic unrest from changes to Chile’s foreign investment framework, and calls for minimizing the exploitation of lithium in the Atacama by indigenous communities.\textsuperscript{270}

Chile’s gross domestic product (“GDP”) has three main components: consumption, investment, and government spending.\textsuperscript{271} Although Latin America falters behind other regions in adopting ESG policies, Chile’s economy and indigenous communities would likely benefit from the government regulating and pushing companies towards an ESG-driven approach, specifically to foreign companies investing in its mining sector. Embracing ESG criteria is increasingly important as a foreign direct investment driver.\textsuperscript{272} ESG investing is akin to investing with a different lens through the purview of environmental and socially responsible criteria and subsequent commercial implications.\textsuperscript{273}

The criteria for ESG investing typically encompasses environmental criteria used to consider how a company can reduce its impact on the natural environment (e.g., water).\textsuperscript{274} In addition to environmental impacts, the social component of ESG assesses how companies manage their relationships with all stakeholders.\textsuperscript{275} In Chile, such stakeholders would include investors, suppliers, and communities where mining operations are executed, such as in the Atacama Desert.\textsuperscript{276}

a. Leveraging ESG Investing as a Solution for Indigenous Communities

A shift towards ESG investing has the potential to quell fears of resource deprivation and continued social inequalities by mitigating governance and social risks accompanying mining operations for
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In 2015, the Chilean Financial Market Commission ("CMF") created the Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report. In November 2021, the CMF published General Rule No. 461, placing an obligation on companies to report on ESG factors in all sections of their annual reports. Specifically, every registered entity in Chile should describe its approach to ESG and sustainability factors in its business strategies to minimize adverse environmental impacts.

General Rule No. 461 demonstrates the power of Chilean policymakers to covertly usher in an era and reshape commercial perceptions of impacts on indigenous communities and resources while reducing risks associated with post-acquisition operations for foreign investors in the mining sector. Institutional investors and financial intermediaries are not legally required to consider ESG factors when investing in Chile. Currently, there is no legal or institutional framework designed explicitly for purpose-driven investing like ESG.

b. The Advantages of InvestChile Promoting ESG Investing

The global interest in Chile’s vast amounts of lithium to lead the renewable energy movement is logical from a commercial perspective because of the country’s longstanding foreign investment ecosystem. InvestChile should promote ESG investment models to new investors as the agency generates investment projects that will contribute to Chile’s sustainability. Without resorting to
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breaching government contracts with lithium mining companies, InvestChile can continue to serve as a liaison between foreign investors and Chile’s institutional interests by leveraging ESG investing’s company-by-company basis model.\textsuperscript{286}

How would InvestChile develop incentives to renew government contracts for lithium mining or other industries that directly and indirectly rely on harmful environmental impacts to profit?\textsuperscript{287} The issue of measurability accompanies the identification of ways to implement ESG investing without adversely impacting Chile’s reliance on foreign direct investment.\textsuperscript{288} Requiring stakeholders in Chile’s lithium mining industry and reliance on the industry for the transition towards renewable energy would require foreign investors and entities to consider Chile’s socio-political externalities while still pursuing a profit.\textsuperscript{289} After all, Chile’s most potent allures to foreign direct investors and entitlements would be at stake because foreign investors would no longer be intrigued by Chile’s embrace of free-market policies, juridical security, and conducive foreign investment climate from various geopolitical risks.\textsuperscript{290}

Arguably, Chile’s government should be the most pivotal and prominent actor in balancing the rights of indigenous communities and the retention of foreign direct investment in mining.\textsuperscript{291} Indigenous communities cannot solely rely on policymakers to alter Chile’s investment regime as the global demand for lithium surges.\textsuperscript{292} However, InvestChile’s potential reforms to embrace and implement ESG-driven investments will likely increase the recruitment and retention of foreign investors seeking to achieve ESG goals in Chile’s lithium mining sector.\textsuperscript{293}
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IV. CONCLUSION

In the face of constituent opposition to President Boric’s proposed constitution, InvestChile is the optimal body to promote impact and ESG investing. Unlike the requisite of government involvement in enacting a new Constitution, achieving indigenous land restitution, or altering Chile’s tax regime to provide indigenous communities part of profits (and ownership) of lithium mining profits. InvestChile has the power to incentivize foreign direct investors to engage in ESG investing in Chile’s mining sector as a remedy to mitigate the burdens on the shoulder of Chile’s indigenous communities. Further, InvestChile does not require a majority vote of constituents to progressively transform the overall foreign direct investment landscape.

Similar to the benefits of InvestChile’s promotion of impact and ESG investing, InvestChile could temper the future implications of draining lithium reserves in indigenous communities because global demands for lithium will not wane within the foreseeable future. Without sacrificing the allures of Chile’s traditional foreign direct investment regime, the promotion of ESG investing will secure the retention of foreign direct investments in Chile’s mining industry and the recruitment of environmentally and socially conscious investors. ESG and impact investing in Chile’s mining sector can shift indigenous peoples’ primary reliance on elected government officials and initiatives to direct dependence on public agencies as the source of solutions to the depletion of natural resources caused by lithium mining. Although ESG is not an absolute remedy for indigenous communities, InvestChile shifting towards promoting and retaining ESG investments in Chile’s other sectors that are not subject to immense privatization, like mining and lithium, can mitigate the superiority of governmental response to plights of indigenous communities in the Atacama.

Finally, InvestChile wields more power than the indigenous people who have been politically and socially disadvantaged. InvestChile has the authority and resources to lobby the government to work with the communities directly impacted by lithium mining and utilize the participation and voices of such communities to keep up with the increasingly global demands for renewable energy. By doing so, Chile will maintain its anticipated leadership position in
the global transition towards renewable energy while trailblazing ESG and impact investing in Latin America.